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About us

Long-terms partnerships
Our main focus
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Relevant projects

ING Bazar

Client: ING is a well known global financial institution.
Expertise required: eCommerce solutions, custom
software development, security, data collection,
organization, processing and analysis.
Project description: A highly scalable and secure CardLinked Loyalty solution and a Mobile Payment
platform, specially designed for a better understanding
of customer behavior and for targeting promotional
campaigns. This complex eCommerce solution is
available through desktop and mobile.
Technologies: Magento, ElasticSearch, Varnish,
HAProxy, PHP, Zend
Result: 500k clients and 10+ million transactions
More details here.
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Relevant projects

Orange My Account

Client: Orange is one of the largest telecom operators
in Europe.
Expertise required: Complex and scalable web
solutions, massive traffic, ERP, custom software
development, customer care portal, integrations with
3rd party services.
Project description: Customer care web solution
allowing customization and management of services
and options.
Technologies: Spring, Hibernate, AngularJS, jQuery,
Memcached, WebLogic, Oracle, JMS, Web Services,
Apache JMeter
Result: 10+ million customers served.
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Relevant projects

Homeycomb

Client: Homeycomb.ro is a top Romanian flash sales
website for Home Decor.
Expertise required: eCommerce solutions, custom
software development, security, data collection,
organization, processing and analysis.
Project description: An eCommerce website for
Homeycomb, one of the most popular online shopping
websites in Romania, focused on flash sales. Created
to support a great number of visitors and increase
customer satisfaction, the online store covers more
than 1000 brands.
Technologies: Magento, PHP, Zend
Result: 200k page views per day.
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Relevant projects

F64 Printing

Client: F64 is the largest photo and video equipment
retailer in Romania.
Expertise required: eCommerce solutions, online
payment, integrations
Project description: A complete and user friendly
printing platform based on Magento that allows users
to upload pictures and create posters, pay online and
have them delivered. All in a single integrated solution.
Technologies: Magento, PHP, Zend
Result: Easy to use printing solution with unlimited
number of pictures.

More details here.
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Relevant projects

RainMachine - The Forecast Sprinkler

Client: Green Electronics LLC is a startup based in California.
Expertise required: custom embedded software, collecting and
analysing large sets of data from multiple embedded systems,
Linux Kernel driver development, mobile applications.
Project description: Forecasting 7 days in advance and using
real time temperature, wind and rainfall data, the RainMachine
dramatically reduces water waste.
Technologies: Android and Linux Kernel driver development,
hardware consulting, device firmware (C++ and Python
applications), server (Node.js on Amazon Cloud), applications
(iOS, Android and Web - Sencha Touch).
Result: #1 Best Seller on Amazon in its category, Top 7 in
Fortune® magazine most useful smart home devices.
More details here.
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Relevant experience

Wind River Automotive Services
Client: As one of the largest providers of embedded software, Wind
River has a large arm of Professional Services, implementing projects
for the telecom and automotive industries.
Expertise required: Linux-based systems for infotainment (GENIVI),
Android and iOS integration on custom hardware, PKI infrastructure,
file system tuning and optimization, system boot time optimization,
user interfaces for embedded devices, wireless networking.
Project description: Automotive head-unit with navigation, multimedia
and communication features, including remote software updates and
integration of Android Auto and Apple CarPlay.
Technologies: Embedded Linux kernel and user space programming,
C/C++ languages, Qt/GTK user interfaces, TLS/PKI
Result: Software has been deployed in cars built by five premium
European automotive manufacturers.
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Relevant experience

Wind River Diab Compiler
Client: Wind River is one of the largest providers of embedded software in the world.
Wind River Diab Compiler has been helping developers create safety-critical applications in the automotive, industrial, medical, and
aerospace industries for over 25 years. Diab Compiler can help software teams boost application performance, reduce memory
footprint, and produce high-quality, standards-compliant object code for embedded systems powered by VxWorks and embedded Linux
operating systems.
WindRiver Workbench is a complete suite of developers tools for software running on Wind River platforms. It’s everything one needs to
quickly configure the operating system, analyze and tune a software, and debug an entire system.
Expertise required: Developing new linker and compiler features for Wind River Diab Compiler and Wind River Workbench suite, handling
industry-specific requests from automotive and aerospace customers.
Project description: Maintenance and developing new linker and compiler features for Wind River Diab Compiler and Wind River
Workbench suite, handling industry-specific requests from automotive and aerospace customers..
Technologies: C,C++ languages, PPC,ARM,MIPS,Tricore assembly, Java/Eclipse plugin development, Python
Result: Launching the latest version of a software development toolchain used by 30% of real time software developers in automotive
and aerospace.
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Phone, email, Skype. Or just stop by.
We’re always happy to talk.

email:

contact@tremend.ro

phone/fax:

+40 (21) 223 77 00

address:

3 Gheorghe Manu, 4th floor, Bucharest / 324 Pearl Street 3E,
New York 10038
www.tremend.ro

social:

